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Abstract—Hand gestures are often used as natural interface between human and robot. To acquire hand gesture from a captured image, 

hand segmentation procedure is performed. In this manuscript, a method for hand image segmentation from depth image is proposed. This 

method uses image thresholding technique to obtain human image part from a depth image. The threshold level is obtained by analyzing 

human posture dimension (anthropometry). By finding the centroid of the human image, left and right regions of human body can be 

separated. Assuming that each region has a hand image and the hand is positioned in front of its body, both hand images can be located. 

Hand segmentation is started by using an anthropometric data of hand pose. The data is used to compute the color values that represent 

the depth of hand in each image region. Thus, the acquired values are used as threshold for each image region. The thresholding 

operation resulted in completely segmented hand images. This proposed method has low computation time and works well when the basic 

assumptions are fulfilled. 

Index Terms—anthropometric, depth image, gesture recognition, hand segmentation, natural interface, threshold. 

———————————————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION

HE application of gesture recognition for human robot 
interaction has grown rapidly, especially for hand gesture. 
Human gesture interface will give human, as an operator, 

a natural way to interact with a robot [1]. The use of sophisti-
cated joystick and control panel can be replaced with a gesture 
based interface system. Employing gesture interface will signif-
icantly reduce the needs of specific skill and training for the 
human operator to familiarize with the controller (i.e. joystick). 
Many studies have been conducted to build a natural interface 
using hand gestures between human and robot that operate in 
tele-operation mode. Hand gestures can be acquired using spe-
cial made sensor gloves [2] or a camera [3], [4]. Lately, the 
usage of depth imager in building natural interface is more 
popular since the presence of Microsoft Kinect [5], a low-cost 
sensor packages that contains a depth camera, color camera, 
and microphone array. 

 A method for fingertip detection and center of palm detec-
tion distinctly for both hands using depth image was presented 
in [6]. The hands were segmented using depth vector and cen-
ter of palms were detected using distance transformation of 
inverse image. This method was used as an input to a robot 
hand that emulates human hands operation. Using this me-
thod, a user needs to manually define the hand location before 
the segmentation is started which becomes the disadvantage of 
this system. Another research was conducted to do hand pose 
recognition using low-resolution depth images in real time [7].  
This method take the user right hand into account since the 

right hand is the closest object in the depth image. An initiali-
zation must be carried out when this method is used for differ-
ent users. Hand image is segmented by applying threshold to 
the depth image. Both of these methods are not automatically 
locating the hand locations in the image before performing the 
segmentation process. 

In this paper, instead of manually choosing the hand loca-
tion in the depth image before segmentation procedure is per-
formed, an automatic detection of hand location is proposed. 
Through segmentation of human body from an image using 
anthropometric analysis, the centroid of human body can be 
calculated. Thus, left and right body regions can be separated. 
By assuming that each region has a hand image, the exact 
hand location for each region can be inferred by employing 
hand posture analysis. Therefore, the hand images are seg-
mented from the original depth image by applying threshold 
operation with pre-computed values, which is related to each 
hand regions. Using this method, hand segmentation from 
depth image can be performed without any information from 
the user about the exact location of their hands. All of the illu-
strations and experiments used in this manuscript are built 
using ImageJ [8], Harpia [9], and OpenCV library [10]. This 
proposed method will be clearly explained in Section 2. 

2  PROPOSED HAND SEGMENTATION METHOD 

An overview of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1. 

The proposed method works with some assumption while 

performing a gestural interaction: a) the human body in a 

depth image is the closest object to the depth imager, b) the 

human hands is positioned in front of the body, and c) there is 

no any object around the human that might occlude the hu-

man body. All of those procedures are executed sequentially 

for each captured frame from a depth imager.  

T 
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Mostly, those procedures can be grouped into this follow-

ing step. 

2.1 Depth Image Acquisiton 

Microsoft Kinect [5] is used as depth imager in this research. 

The imager has 800 - 3500 mm operating range, producing 

depth image in VGA (640 x 480) resolution, and capable to 

capture a depth image up to 30 fps. Each pixel in the depth 

image is a measured distance in millimeter scale. The depth 

image needs to be converted into a grayscale image to visual-

ize the data as a visible image. Conversion of the depth image 

into an 8-bit grayscale image is done using this following equ-

ation. 

 
8003500

800
255 N

N

D
P , (1) 

where D is the depth data, P is the new pixel data, and N is the 

pixel number.  

Some pixels in the depth image captured by Kinect are not 

in the operating range value (classified as unknown pixel) be-

cause of the occlusion effect. To overcome this problem, some 

approach has been performed to fill the unknown pixel value 

by applying median filter [11], [12]. In this research, since hu-

man body is the closest object to the imager, any occlusion 

effect can be ignored. Therefore, the entire unknown pixel is 

set into the furthest distance (3500 mm). Figure 2 shows a cap-

tured depth image in 8-bit grayscale representation. 

2.2 Anthropometric Analysis 

Anthropometric is a measurement of the human individual, 

especially in physical posture. In this proposed method, the 

anthropometric data is used based on the characteristic of hu-

man pose as shown in the basic assumptions. The analysis of 

anthropometric data of human pose will resulted in three pa-

rameters, which are body depth level when performing ges-

tural interaction pose (symbolized as DA), hand depth level 

(symbolized as DB), and body depth level when standing 

(symbolized as DC). The human pose when performing a ges-

tural interaction according to the premade assumptions is 

shown in Figure 3. 

 
Refer to the pose shown in Figure 3, the human arm length 

plays an important role in segmenting body image from a 
depth image because its equality with the distance between 
the palm and the human back. The hand dimension is also the 
key of the hand segmentation used in this proposed method. 
Since this research is conducted in Indonesia, the anthropome-
tric data of Indonesian people is used.  

Research in [13] shows that for 18-20 years old and 157 – 

181 cm height, Indonesian people has: a) average arm length 

of 547 mm, b) average hand length of 188 mm, c) average palm 

 

   

Fig. 3. Human pose during gestural interaction. Upper 

body pose (top), palm opened pose (bottom-left), and 

grab pose (bottom-right).  
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed method. 

 

Fig. 2. Depth data visualization in 8-bit grayscale image. 
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length of 110 mm, and d) average foot size of 250 mm. The 

illustration of the anthropometric data is shown in Figure 4. 

 
The body depth level when performing gestural interaction 

poses (DA) defined as a summation of arm length and hand 

length, resulted in 583 mm. According to the illustration 

shown in Figure 3, the horizontal distance of hand (started 

from wrist) in fully opened palm and grabbing postures are 

almost equal. Thus, the average palm length is used as the 

hand depth level (DB). To calculate the body depth level when 

standing (DC), the average foot length is used since the dimen-

sion of body width (from side view) is almost equal with the 

foot length. 

2.3 Body Segmentation 

Body segmentation is performed by applying image threshold 

operation to the depth image. This threshold operation simply 

removes any background component in the image and leaves 

the human body part. In order to determine the threshold level 

(symbolized as THbody), the closest object distance in the depth 

image must be searched by finding the lowest pixel value in 

the image (symbolized as Pmin). Using parameter obtained from 

the previous section (i.e. anthropometric analysis), the thre-

shold level can be calculated using Equation (2), which is de-

rived from Equation (1).  
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where DA is the parameter obtained from the anthropome-

tric analysis. After the threshold operation is completed, the 

dimension of the human body is then calculated to determine a 

region of interest (ROI) of the image. The ROI is used as a 

boundary of the specific image region that needs to be 

processed later. Therefore, the rest-processing load will be re-

duced. Since abs, chest and legs have the smallest color devia-

tion, the highest distributed color level in the ROI (symbolized 

as Pbody) is also obtained in order to deduce the threshold limit 

of hand segmentation step (symbolized as THlim). The THlim 

value is obtained from THval in Equation (2) by replacing DA 

with DC, and Pmin with Pbody.The human body ROI in the seg-

mented image is shown in Figure 5. 

The binary version of the segmented image is used to calcu-

late the centroid of ROI by employing Equation (3). Thus, the 

grayscale image of the human body is divided into two ROIs 

(i.e. left body region and right body region) by drawing a ver-

tical line across the centroid coordinate. 
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where xi and yi are the x and y coordinates of ith pixel in the 

image, and n refer to the number of pixels in the image. 

Each region of the separated grayscale image contains a 

single hand image that refers to human hand position in the 

body. Figure 6 shows the centroid coordinates and the sepa-

rated image ROIs. 

2.4 Hand Segmentation 

Hand segmentation step uses a similar procedure with the 

body segmentation step. The differences of those steps are the 

uses of hand posture analysis and body width dimension to 

define the parameter in calculating the threshold level (THval) 

in each ROI. Refer to the assumption that human hand always 

positioned ahead of the body, the hand location in each region 

can be located by finding the closest distance object. Since the 

 
Fig. 4. Anthroprometric data of arm and hand. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Original image (top), segmented image (bottom), 

and body ROI (blue rectangle).   
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closer the distance, the lower the intensity is, thus the lowest 

pixel value in each image region (ROI) is searched. Equation 

(4), which is derived from Equation (2), is used to find the thre-

shold level of each image region.  
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where i is the image region (i.e. left ROI or right ROI). To avoid 

segmentation error that caused by partially segmented of 

another body parts, the value of THval of each region is re-

evaluated using Equation (5). 

 
lim,min THTHTH i

val

i

val
 (5) 

Once the calculations are completed, the image threshold-

ing operation is applied to each ROI using each related thre-

shold level. All the ROIs are then merged into a single grays-

cale image, which contains both hands. The image result con-

serves the hand grayscale value and removes other parts in the 
image, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

In order to measure the performance of this method, two depth 

images are used in this experiment. The first image contains a 

human image where the left hand is placed on a line with the 

human body and the right hand is positioned ahead. The 

 

Fig. 7. Segmented hand image.   

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 8. Ilustrations of the experiment. First image (a) and second image (b). Original image, segmented body image, and 

segmented hand image (left-to-right). 

 

Fig. 6.  Image centroid location (red dot), left ROI (blue 

rectangle), and right ROI (green rectangle).   
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second image contains a human image where both hands is 

placed on a line with the human body so the human body and 

hands have the same distance towards the imager. Illustrations 

of the experiment are shown in Figure 8. 

According to the result shown in the illustrations, the pro-

posed method is satisfactory enough in performing hand seg-

mentation. The segmentation is failed when the distance be-

tween hand and camera is equal or further than the distance 

between body and camera, resulted in no segmented object in 

the image. 

Computation latency is also evaluated in this section. The 

experiment is performed by measuring computation latency 

time in processing three images (i.e. one in Figure 5 and two in 

Figure 8). Another three computation time data is also obtained 

from live captured image of human pose. This experiment is 

conducted using a PC with Ubuntu OS with 2.0 GHz dual core 

processors and 3 GB RAM. The result of this test is shown in 

Table 1. Refer to the result, this proposed method is capable to 

process a VGA sized image up to 255 frames per second and 

still much higher than the imager (i.e. Kinect) frequency rate. 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

In this manuscript, a method to segment human hands from a 

depth image is proposed. The proposed method works with 

basic assumptions that human hands always positioned in 

front of human body and there is no obstruction in front of the 

human image. Anthropometric analysis is the core approach in 

defining the parameters that are used in this proposed method. 

From the experimental results, this proposed method works 

well as long as the assumptions are satisfied. The result shows 

that the segmentation is correct if the hands are not on a line 

with human body (hand and body does not have the same dis-

tance with the imager). Moreover, having average computation 

time of 3.906788 ms in processing a VGA sized image, this pro-

posed method is considerably fast to process an image up to 

255 frames per second. The image result conserves the grays-

cale level of the segmented hands. The conservation property is 

useful when the real pixel values of the segmented hands will 

be used in further processing mechanism. 

Although the proposed method is successfull in segment-

ing hands, the use of static centroid has a limitation when is 

employed as a reference in defining exact location of human 

hands. A problem might occur when the hand exact location 

of one image region is overlapping another image region (e.g. 

right hand is positioned in left image region, which is the loca-

tion of the left hand). Therefore, an adaptive centroid estima-

tion and region growing method might be used in the future 

research to adressing this problem. 

Based on the background of this research, which is aimed 

at the development of natural interface between human and 

robot using hand gestures, thus this proposed method is suit-

able to be used. Furthermore, since this proposed method is a 

kind of a pre-processing stage in hand gesture recognition, the 

performance of this method needs to be evaluated more in the 

real application. 
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TABLE 1 
COMPUTATION LATENCY TEST RESULT 

Image Source 
Computation Time 

(ms) 

Figure 5 3,914489 

Figure 8.a 3,884144 

Figure 8.b 3,885941 

Live process 1 3,921104 

Live process 2 3,927903 

Live process 3 3,907144 

Average 3,906788 

 


